Delivero
oid
Solu
ution Design
D
n Repo
ort
For
F our proje
ect, we wan
nted to crea
ate a robot that could a
autonomou
usly deliver
documents and ma
aterials betw
ween office
es on the th ird floor of tthe enginee
ering building.
Before we
w begin bu
uilding this robot, the team neede
ed to come up with som
me design
solutions
s that could
d achieve th
his task. Be
elow contain
ns designs each group
p member
came up
p with in this design prrocess. Late
er on, we e
explain how
w we went frrom three
differentt solutions to
t choosing
g one based
d on our ne
eeds and ho
ow we wantt our final
product to act.

Design
n #1 - Forz
zando - Sm
mall Truck
k

This
T
first des
sign of the Deliveroid is for a morre compactt and maneuverable ro
obot.
This des
sign is to su
uit those wh
ho are not going
g
to be transportin
ng a lot of th
hings and a
also
want the
eir things to
o be transpo
orted fasterr. We wantt the design
n to be builtt like on top
p of a
small rectangular shelf.
s
The ro
obot will be
e guided by a light sensor and will follow a w
white
tape strip as a mea
ans of navig
gation. Four smaller w
wheels will b
be how the robot move
es
and they
y will be con
ntrolled by a microcon
ntroller in fo
orward-wheel drive. We want the user
to load in any docu
uments they
y want trans
sported into
o this shelf and the rob
bot will carrry
these do
ocuments to
o the room it is set to. With this d
design, our robot will be lighter we
eight

and the components will not have more of a strain on them. The design will also be able
to move at a faster speed and be more nimble when moving through the halls.
Methodology
Through Internet of Things (IoT) we will be able to send instructions to the device
through an internet connection. The internet connection will act as a port, where the
user can connect and send instructions to the device. We want the user to be able to
set a pick-up and drop-off location and the device will be able to plot its route to deliver
the documents by utilizing an algorithm that will find the shortest route to the
destination.
Drawbacks
With this design we have run into a few drawbacks. For example, we run into the
problem of what happens when the device is to deliver a document that meets weight
requirements, but is too big. This is where we run into the problem of size. A lot of the
time, our professors need to transport documents that are large in size. This design will
have a hard time trying to complete this, at least, not in a safe way. We do not want any
piece of the document to be hanging outside of the shelf, then it will run into the risk of
becoming damaged or falling out of the shelf entirely. Also, with this device being
smaller in size we run the risk of it being easily stepped on or damaged. We want this
device to be durable and sturdy and this can be an issue when trying to transport
documents in a congested environment. Not only do we want our device to make quick
deliveries, but we also want it to get there safely.

Design
n #2 - Mich
hael - Big Truck

This
T
design will follow a design lay
yout similarr to a pickup truck. The idea is to
o
have a truck
t
bed th
hat will hold
d the docum
ments that w
we want the
e device to transport. T
The
size of th
his device will
w be muc
ch larger tha
an that of th
he Small Trruck design
n, and this w
will
allow forr users to lo
oad larger and
a heavierr documentts to the de
evice that th
he Small Truck
would no
ot have bee
en able to.
Methodology
esign, this design
d
will be connectted through
h the interne
et to
Like the Small Truck de
s. It will also
o utilize a light sensor that will folllow a strip of tape which
receive instructions
w from one place to an
nother. We will also uttilize arduino to
will be itts path that it will follow
be the main
m
circuit board for th
his design where
w
we w
will program
m the logic. One of the
e key
differenc
ces betwee
en the Big Truck
T
and th
he Small Trruck is that the size off the design
n will
be a lot bigger, in tu
urn we will use larger tires to sup
pport the loa
ad and thiss will mean we
ors to turn the
t wheels when it is in motion.
need strronger moto
Drawba
acks
There
T
are so
ome drawbacks with th
his design a
as well. Sin
nce the dessign is large
er
than the
e Small Truc
ck, this will mean we need
n
to use
e larger com
mponents. U
Using large
er
components will ca
ause this de
evice to be slightly more expensivve as they w
will need to
o be
of betterr quality as well. The device
d
may also be slo
ower since the larger w
wheels mayy
take more to move. This will re
esult in slow
wer deliver ies but theyy will arrive more safely
due to th
he Big Truc
ck’s more durable fram
me.

Design
n #3 - Williams - Multipurpose
e Truck

This
T
design follows a different method as opp
posed to th
he first two. In this
multipurrpose desig
gn, the truck
k will do two
o different ffunctions. T
The first fun
nction being
g
able to pick
p up doc
cuments tha
at have bee
en laid in a d
designated
d location. T
The second
function is that the truck will be able to tra
ansport tho
ose docume
ents a shorrt distance
(maybe a room or two
t
over) to
o the recipie
ent. So not only will th
he device be
e able to
transporrt documents, but it will also be able to pick up any doccuments it n
needs to
transporrt on its own
n. This design will be about
a
midssize in betw
ween the Sm
mall Truck a
and
the Big Truck.
T
This is to allow the device to be big e
enough to h
handle pickiing up
documents withoutt tipping ove
er and also small enou
ugh to be a
able to maneuver throu
ugh
the tightt spaces of an office.
Methodology
This
T
design will have tw
wo modes of
o operation
n, first it will be autono
omous follow
wing
the same path as the first two designs by
y connectin
ng it over an
n internet co
onnection tto
s, but there will also be
e an alterna
ative operation where the user will be
receive instructions
c
the device
d
thro
ough an inte
erface when
n they wantt the robot tto pick up
able to control
documents if they are
a in a loca
ation not sp
pecified by the robot. T
This will allo
ow for grea
ater
y when the user wants
s the robot to
t pick up d
documents in hard to rreach areass.
flexibility
This mode will be entirely
e
optional, if the user wantss the device
e to be com
mpletely
autonom
mous, it will have to sp
pecify a pick
k up locatio
on for the de
evice to go and retrievve
documents. In orde
er to pick up
p documents, this devvice will also
o come equ
uipped with a
mechanical arm tha
at will be ca
apable of bo
oth extendiing and retrracting. This will be the
e
only add
ditional featture to this design
d
all other
o
compo
onents like wheels and motors w
will
be simila
ar to design
ns 1 and 2.

Drawbacks
One apparent drawback that can already be seen with this design is this will be a
very expensive design to implement. This could also be a very time consuming solution
to implement since we have to not only program the device but also the arm that is
supposed to be autonomously picking up documents. Not only will this design be time
consuming and expensive, but it is also straying away from the original problem. We are
trying to come up with a device that can transport documents from one office to another.
Adding additional functionality to this device like the autonomous arm could complicate
the device in ways that could be avoided.

Section 1: Individual Designs

Forzando - SMALL TRUCK
We can use a microcontroller that can receive a signal so that it can go to the correct
destationatin.
Michael Vaughan - BIG TRUCK
We create a bigger design that can carry more or larger things from place to place
We can also include a weight sensor to keep track of the weight we have.
Williams - Multipurpose Truck
We will expand the deleroid’s capabilities by making it multifunctional
We can add a mechanical arm that will be able to pick up documents that need to be
transported

Section 2: Top 2 Solutions Pros and Cons
Small Truck

Pros

Cons

The size is very small.

Only can transport small amount items

Maneuverable

Design is less stable

Cheaper Design

Less durable

Papers are transported in protective capsules

Frame does not accommodate paper shape

Deliverables are clearly labeled

Capsules cannot transport non-foldable
items, Like envelops

Currently in possession of frame so we know
how it looks

Extra work for user to gently roll documents
and insert in capsules

BIg Truck
Pros

Cons

Design is very durable

Costs more to manufacture as it requires
more parts/components

Will be able to fit more stuff

Additional microcontroller connections and
power consumption

Can carry large items such as desktops.

Items must be flat in shape in order to fit onto
truck bed

Has a weight sensor to keep track of load
limit.

Additional programming of microcontroller
needed for more components

Better design to fit documents more securely

Device moves slow

Section 3: Decision of the top design using
decision matrix
Small Truck(Design 1) vs. Big Truck(Design 2)

SIZE

Efficiency

Practicality

COST

Aesthetics

Weight

3

4

1

5

2

Design 1

3

2

4

3

3

Aggr.
Score

9

8

4

15

6

Design 2

3

3

4

5

4

Aggr.
Score

9

9

4

25

8

Total Score

42

55

Category Breakdown:
❖ Efficiency(5): Measure of how well the selected design would be at performing
its sole function. We base this on speed and how much the device can carry on
each trip. Our ultimate goal of this project is to create a device that will make it
easier for professors to move documents from place to place without the need to
leave their desk. In order to do this we need to make sure that the Deliveroid is
able to complete its work in a timely manner similar to what it would take
someone to do themselves.
❖ Cost(4): Measure of how expensive the design will be to implement. In order to
create a device that will compete in the market we need to take careful notice of
its cost. This will be extremely important should our device ever reach mass
production.
❖ Aesthetics(3): Measure of how pretty to the eye our device is. We want to make
a device that will look sophisticated and sleek while being relatively easy to use.
This will capture the potential customer’s eye, thus increasing our demand
❖ Practicality(2): Measure of how easy our device it to use. We want to make sure
our device is easy to use even for young ages. We are planning on creating a
device that will replace a human function of getting up and walking from one
place to another. We want to make this process even easier for the user and to
do this we need to make the device very simple to use so that the user chooses
to use it instead of doing something themselves
❖ Size(1): Something that we don’t have to consider as much is the size of the
device. Since where it will be operating will be a place with a lot of space space
is a small concern of the Deliveroid. However, we still want to keep this design
relatively sleek, while being a bigger size may not impact it, if the device is bulky
then we run the risk of it hitting too many objects while it travels.

Section 4: Description of Top Design
Our Goal was to create a robot that will autonomously deliver items to multiple
floors and buildings and we wanted to create a truck that can store alot of documents.
We wanted to create a truck that could move everything in a fast and effective way.
Some of the software we wanted to use were 2D mapping which can help map the
area , Arduino code we can use for embedded development and also meshing map with
motor code. Some of the constraints are that our budget is under 200 and we have to
use recycled materials to create the material. We also have to follow the IEC
regulations.
Software Operation Algorithm:
1. Deliveroid is given instructions over internet connection through https port
2. Arduino board reads instructions from port connection through its wireless
receiver
3. Arduino uses memory map that was hardcoded into the system to plot shortest
route to its destination
4. Motors are powered on once route has been mapped
5. Light sensor is activated used to guide Deliveroid along a safe path laid out by
white tape
6. If an object falls onto the Deliveroid’s path it will stop using infrared sensors, and
while beep for notification for obstacle to be removed or for someone to remove
the obstacle
7. Deliveroid arrives at destination
8. Once weight sensor has reached 0, it is indicated that there are no more
documents it is holding
9. Once the Deliveroid realizes that all documents have been removed from the
loading bed it will begin the process of returning back to its original location
10. Once Deliveroid has returned to its original location it will power off and await
further instruction.
Hardware Operations:
❖ Computer: To give the Deliveroid instructions over https
❖ Arduino Uno: Provides instruction set for Deliveroid to operate on.
➢ Operates:
■ Motors
■ Sensors
■ Wifi Access
❖ WiFi Connection(Router): So Deliveroid has mode of communication between
Computer and Arduino device
❖ Microcontrollers: To operate Deliveroid lower level operations:

➢ Wheel control
➢ Axle alignment

